
ACCOMMODATION
Andaz Prague is your luxury lifestyle masterpiece, housed in the 
stunning historical Sugar Palace dating back to 1916. 

Make yourself at home in our thoughtfully designed 176 rooms 
which capture and combine the city’s rich heritage with modern 
creativity to bring you a luxurious space with breathtaking city 
views no matter where you are.

AMENITIES

Complimentary Wi-Fi // Complimentary mini bar with 
non-alcoholic beverages & snacks // Unlimited local calls // 

In-room electronic safety deposit box // Hair dryer // 

Robe & slippers // Newspaper delivery // Overnight shoe shine // 

Upscale bath amenities 

NEIGHBORHOOD
LOCATED in Senová!né Square, in the heart of the historical center 
of Prague, offering some of the most beautiful historical sites in 
Europe within a short walking distance.

NEAR Wenceslas Square // Old Town Square // Charles Bridge // 

Astronomical Clock // The Powder Tower // Much Museum // 

Franz Kafka Rotating Head // National Library // The State Opera // 

John Lennon Wall // Jewish Quarter & Cemetery // Prague Castle // 

St. Vitus Cathedral // Mala Strana // Dancing House // 

House of The Black Madonna // Palladium Shopping

AT YOUR SERVICE
24 hour gym // 24 hour in-room dining // 

Airport transfer & limousine service // Spa services // 

Dry cleaning and laundry services // Business services // 

Complimentary safe deposit boxes

DINING & ENTERTAINMENT
ZEM

Inspired by the earth (zem), which provides the nourishment for 
flora and fauna, celebrated through the art of cooking, ZEM is 
the connection between nature and the creativity of our chefs. 
Local ingredients coming from Moravia and Bohemia are crafted 
into modern versions of Czech comfort food through the art 
of bistronomy, using high-quality ingredients and natural flavors. 
Our menu also honors the influences of authentic Nikkei, 
Japanese meat dishes from the charcoal grill, and handmade 
dumplings from our steamers. We encourage you to taste 
delectable authentic reimaged dishes from over here (Moravia 
and Bohemia) and from over there, Japanese Nikkei food. 

MEZ

Just as the field border (mez) is where a farmer rests, refreshes, 
and meets with others after a hard day at work, the MEZ bar is 
where locals and travelers engage together and enjoy the 
exhilarating atmosphere. Our mixologists reconnect with nature 
to surprise you with perfectly balanced cocktails, that are infused 
with the ancient power and wisdom of Bohemian mythology and 
spiced with a true South American vibe.

SOCIAL SPACES
ANDAZ STUDIOS   

Three flexible event spaces that can accommodate anything from 
a small boardroom meeting or private dinner through to a 
conference for up to 72 guests, a cocktail reception for 100, or a 
product launch. The Andaz Studios are combinable up to a total 
of 150 sq m. 

COLLEGIUM 1 & 2 

Once used by Prague’s Sugar Barons as Collegium, these rooms 
are truly unique and stunning venues in every sense. Flooded with 
light through grand windows on both sides, magnificent high 
ornate ceilings, and oak parquet flooring, these rooms are sure 
to spark creativity and inspiration. 
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